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Abstract: The Kyrgyz are one of the Turkic peoples that have had extensive contact with Mongolian tribes throughout history, and their language has one of the largest numbers of loanwords of Mongolian origin. Careful analysis shows that these words were borrowed from several historical Mongolian idioms at various times. Western Mongolian loanwords make up the most recent stratum in terms of chronology. They were acquired in the 16th–18th centuries from Western Mongolian idioms, whose living successors are Oirat and Kalmyk. This article is the first attempt to deal specifically with loanwords from Western Mongolian languages to a particular Turkic language.

The author of the paper offers numerous, especially phonological, criteria, for identifying Western Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz, and provides examples that meet these criteria.

The fact that Mongolian loanwords from the late period are more prevalent than those from earlier layers, and that they also include examples related to Lamaism, Mongolian culture and ethnography, suggests that the Oirat-Kalmyk and Kyrgyz tribes had more intensive interaction than is often recognized.
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1 Background to the question

Despite the uncertainty about their genetic kinship, Turkic and Mongolic languages share a large number of lexical, morphological and syntactic similarities. According to previous studies, the bulk of these similarities can be attributed to mutual influences. Speakers of the Turkic and Mongolian languages have been in close contact for a very long time. These contacts are generally thought to have begun with the emergence of the rival ethnopolitical entities of the Xiongnu and Xienbei, followed by early Turkic and Mongolic (and Para-Mongolic) tribes, and to have led to the mutual penetration of lexical and grammatical (including morphological and syntactic) elements between the language groups. According to several historical and linguistic sources, the Sayan-Altai and Tien-Shan regions were the centres of the most frequent and prolonged contacts between the speakers of these two language groups, and the Turkic languages spoken in these contact zones, particularly Tuvan, Yakut, Kyrgyz and Kazakh, were strongly influenced by Mongolian languages (for more details see Ščerbak, 1997, Schönig, 2003, Rassadin, 2007, 2008, etc.).

The presence of a large number of Mongolian elements mainly of Khalkha-Buryat origin in the Tuvan language, which chronologically can be attributed to the late layer, is due to several factors, such as living in a contact sub-area, subordination to state formations controlled by the Mongols, acceptance of the Tibeto-Mongolian form of Buddhism, use of Mongolian as a written language and, as a result, asymmetric Tuvan-Mongolian bilingualism in favour of the latter (see Tatarintsev 1976: 3–15; Khabtagaeva 2009: 21–25).

On the other hand, an examination of the loanwords of Mongolian origin in Yakut shows that they were adopted at different times from different historical Mongolian languages. The Yakuts are
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considered to have had more intensive contact with the Khitans in the 11th–12th centuries and with the Mongols during the empire of Genghis Khan and his successors (13th–14th centuries), as well as during the reign of the Northern Yuan (15th–16th centuries), when the ancestors of the modern Yakuts were socially and politically subordinated to Mongols (Kaluźniński 1962: 119–128; Nadeljajev 1981: 15; Nadeljajev 1986: 14).

From the perspective of Turkic-Mongolian language contact, Kyrgyz, and to a lesser extent Kazakh,1 are also unique in that they display not only simple vocabulary transfers represented by loanwords, which can also to varying degrees be seen in other Turkic languages, but also linguistic items that can be described as consequences of the influence of the Mongolian superstrate, which is rarely the case for other Turkic languages.2 These elements should have penetrated these languages only during the periods of long-term bilingualism within the same Turko-Mongolian sprachbund (Śčerbak 1986: 49; Rassadin 1987: 127–134).

It is well known that a language reflects the life of its speakers, so even a quick glance at the history of the Kyrgyz can be enough to understand how closely their past is intertwined with that of Mongolian-speaking peoples. Here it would be enough to mention that the (Yenisei) Kyrgyz were in contact with the Khitans in the 10th–12th centuries, were part of the early alliance of the “four Oirat” tribes (Dörben Oirad), and along with mainly Mongolic-speaking “forest tribes” (Oin Irgen) were subjugated to Genghis Khan’s Empire in the 13th century. The final stages of the ethnogenesis of the Kyrgyz people took place during the 14th–17th centuries in the state of Mughalistan, also known as the Eastern Chagatai Khanate. There, the Kyrgyz tribes united with the Mughal, who gradually underwent Turkification through a linguistic shift and eventually formed a single ethnicity with them. Nevertheless, it can be said with confidence that the closest and most direct contacts of the Kyrgyz (and Kazakhs, at the same time) were with the Jungars, who were speakers of Western Mongolian languages, both in economic and military terms. This can be gleaned from the records and reports of the first Russian delegations to the Jungars, and can also be traced in the collective memory of the Kyrgyz and Kazakhs, where the Jungars are clearly reflected in the folklore of these peoples. The Kyrgyz and Kazakh tribes and the Jungar Khanate had long-standing political and military conflicts, which were occasionally supplanted by alliances or the total dependency of the Turkic tribes on the Jungars (Petrov 1961: 175–207; Petrov 1963: 130–145; Judin 1965: 68–69; Abramzon 1971: 58–64; Mokeev 2010: 71–92, 205–228).

As a result of centuries of close contact, the modern Kyrgyz ethnicity includes many splinter tribes of the Western, Central and Northern Mongols, such as Alakčin, Naiman, Merkit, Baarin, Kereit, Jalair, Qatakin and Dughlat, etc. (see Karatayev 2003). A large separate group lives in the northeast of Kyrgyzstan under the common name Moŋoldor (lit. the Mongols), which directly indicates that many Mongolian tribes played a significant role in the ethno-genesis of the Kyrgyz. In the east of the Issyk-Kul region of modern Kyrgyzstan live the Sart-Kalmaks, once part of the Oirats, who eventually became a separate ethnic group but are now in the final stage of incorporation into the Kyrgyz ethnic-
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1 In terms of Mongolian influence, Kyrgyz, and its closest sister language, Kazakh, should be discussed together, despite the fact that the latter lacks the Mongolian loanwords common to South Siberian Turkic languages and Kyrgyz, which may have been borrowed during the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368) when the main Kyrgyz tribes were still residing in the Altai Mountains, which were a part of this state (see Junusaliev 1971: 218, Schönig 2000: 245).

2 It should also be noted that in Kyrgyz, along with the explicit examples of both borrowing and substrate interference, there are many cases where it is difficult to determine whether a particular linguistic phenomenon should be attributed to contact borrowing or to substrate influence. The Turkic-Mongolian language contact lasted for centuries, during which contact occurred at continually varying levels of intensity. Linguistic dominance also shifted back and forth between Mongolic languages and Kyrgyz. Thus, substrate-related influences are intermingled with layers of borrowing. Hence, it seems more reliable not to make a sharp distinction between interference via shift and borrowing, but rather to view the two as lying on a continuum.
ity. This ethnic intermingling over the centuries caused the appearance of heterogeneous lexical borrowings of Mongolian origin in the Kyrgyz language.

A detailed examination of Mongolic loanwords in Kyrgyz, which, according to our preliminary study, number more than three thousand, suggests a chronological classification into two groups, each with two subgroups:

I. Early (Middle Mongolian) loanwords
   a) Yuan period early loanwords
   b) Common Middle Mongolian loanwords

II. Later period loanwords
   a) Northern Mongolic (Buryat-type) loanwords
   b) Western Mongolic (Oirat-Kalmyk) loanwords

The first subgroup of early (Middle Mongolian) loanwords consists of loanwords common only to Siberian Turkic and Kyrgyz. The main criterion for the recognition of this layer is the exclusion criterion; in other words, whether or not Kazakh exhibits Mongolisms shared by the above-mentioned languages. Although nearly all the chronological layers of Mongolian loanwords appear to be shared by Kyrgyz and Kazakh, it is striking that there are some loanwords that are either absent from Kazakh or, if they do appear in Kazakh or its dialects, have a primary meaning different from that in Kyrgyz and the South Siberian Turkic languages. Junusaliyev (1971: 218) was the first to draw attention to this fact, and according to Schönig (2000: 245) these loanwords entered Kyrgyz and northeastern (South Siberian) Turkic languages when their speakers shared the same geographical domain during the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368). Examples of loanwords from this group include: Kyrg. ayïl “village, a group of yurts”, arbin “a lot, much, many”, belen “prepared; ready; in readiness”, bülo “family, family members”, büylö ‘gum (of mouth)’, dulöy “defa”, ider, iderliü jïgit “vigorous young man”, qaalya “(yurt) door, wicket, gate”, qayruul “mounted patrol unit; scouting, reconnaissance”, qooz “beautiful; charming, elegant”, mooqum, mooq “desire, pleasure”, sonun – solun “good, wonderful; interesting”, tatay – titay “to sacrifice, make an offering, worship (to the spirits of the ancestors, the protectors of a place or body of water”, unaa “drum horse; riding animal, cart”, etc.


Some Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz demonstrate phonological developments typical of Buryat or Northern Mongolic languages, which occurred in a relatively recent developmental period of Mongolic languages, e.g. č - > s-: Kyrg. saza, sazay “punishment; reprisal” ← M, cf. LM čaγaza “prohibition; law, esp. criminal law punishment, esp. capital punishment” (← Ar. جزاء), Khal. tsaaz, Kalm. tsaaj, Oir. tsaqi, but Bur. saaza, saazalga “id.”; Kyrg. čoqčoy-, čočoy- “to stick out, protrude” as well as its later forms as joγǰoy-, šoŋšoy-, and soqsoy- ← Mong. cf. LM. čoγčuyi- (“чоγча-ыи”), Khal. tsogtsoi-, Kalm. tsokči-, but Bur. sogsoy-; Kyrg. saamay “temple” ← Mong. cf. LM *čimarqai, Khal. čamarhay, 3 Although Kyrg. saamay seems phonetically close to Kalm. šanγ “herabhängende haare an den schlafn (der mädchen, der pferde), die haare zu beiden seiten des scheitels” Ram349a and Kalm. saŋna “чёлка на голове лошади;

The last consonant development can also be seen in the idiom of the Jalait-Dürbet in Inner Mongolia (Svantesson et al. 2005: 204; Todayeva 1981: 214). However, the number of loanwords of this type is very limited, and it could be considered a relic of contact between speakers of an unrecorded historical Mongolic idiom of the Buryat type and either the ancestors of the modern Kazakhs and Kyrgyz or historically northern Mongolian tribes such as the Jalair, who were later Turkified and incorporated into the Kyrgyz and Kazakh peoples.

Nevertheless, our preliminary study shows that the last group of Mongolian borrowings is the largest in terms of quantity and the most recent in terms of chronology. This group consists of loanwords borrowed from Western Mongolian (WM) languages including Early Oirat documented in Written Oirat (WO) among the historical written Mongolian languages, and Oirat and Kalmyk among the modern ones along with their dialects, spoken in the provinces of Xinjiang, Qinghai, and Chinese Inner Mongolia, as well as Kalmykia and adjoining regions of the Russian Federation (for more details, see Birtalan 2020: 350–369, Bläsing 2003: 229–248).

2 Previous studies of Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz and theoretical framework

Despite the importance of Kyrgyz for Turkic-Mongolian linguistic contacts and the valuable data it provides for recognizing both borrowings and back-borrowings, and despite the fact that it sheds light on and provides insights into the history of Turkic-Mongolian relations and their intensity, the topic of borrowings and/or Mongolian-based contact-induced changes in Kyrgyz has not been studied in detail, except for in the works of Sydykov (1966, 1967, 1983), who traces the genealogical relationships of the Altaic languages and analyses the common vocabulary of the Kyrgyz and Mongolian languages not from the perspective of borrowings, but as common Turkic and Mongolian lexical parallels. Despite being among the first publications on the subject, however, these works do not provide an answer to the fundamental question: Which Kyrgyz words can be considered borrowings from the Mongolian languages, and what are the criteria for identifying borrowings of Mongolian origin in Kyrgyz.

The very first work dealing with the Mongolian borrowings in Kyrgyz was by A. Bulakaeva-Barannikova (1958: 113–143). This was followed by the works of S. Kudaibergenov (1964: 41–46; 1965: 39–49) and K. Dyjkanov (1980: 71–77), in which the question is again discussed from the perspective of genetically common lexical parallels, which does not allow for clarification of the key issues mentioned above. Recent studies of the subject are by G. Uzun (2011: 1835–1848; 2012: 305–310), S. Dżumaliev (2000: 128–132) and K. Kalieva (2021: 21–42); however, they too fail to provide a clear answer to the question at hand. One of my recent works is devoted to answering the question of which Kyrgyz words are of Mongolian origin and what are the criteria for their identification (Alimov 2022: 283–306). Nevertheless, a general study has not yet been conducted on the issue of borrowings from Western Mongolian languages into Turkic languages as a group, let alone into a specific Turkic language. The present article focuses on this issue and is based on the question of what principles should be applied to categorize Mongolian borrowings as pertaining to a later period or being of

(неп.) пөө "Mun441b, Bur. *hambay*, (dial.) *hamnay* “чёлка, чуб” BRS II/545a and BRS II/545b respectively, its meaning still suggests that it is related to the first, although the phonetic appearance of the word in Kyrgyz requires further clarification.
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Western Mongolian origin. I limit myself to noting the criteria for recognizing this layer of borrowings in Kyrgyz and to mentioning representative examples, as listing all the borrowings and their classifications would be beyond the scope of this article.


Many of these criteria are also applicable to identifying common Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz. However, as mentioned above, there are many late-period “Mongolicisms” in Kyrgyz, which means that they were most likely adopted from Western Mongolian languages between the 16th and 18th centuries. This makes the established criteria inadequate and necessitates a search for new ones.

The majority of Turkic and Mongolian languages have extensive written records and are well documented. Large portions of the vocabularies of these languages have been treated in numerous lexicographic works. The dictionary by K. Judahin is a prime example of a study of the Kyrgyz lexicon. J. Mukambayev’s study, published in a single volume in 2009, contains important data on the dialectological lexicon, including good examples of late-period Mongolian borrowings in Kyrgyz. The primary lexicographic works of the Mongolian languages used in this study are the Mongolian-English Dictionary for Literary Mongolian edited by F. Lessing, the Written Oirat-Russian Dictionary in three volumes by J. Krueger (1978–1984), and all sources related to the vocabulary of Middle Mongolian, such as works by N. Poppe (1938), E. Haenisch (1939), and M. Lewicki (1959), etc. The lexicon of modern Mongolian languages is well documented in comprehensive works such as the Mongolian-Russian Dictionary under the editorship of A. Luvsandendev (2001), the Buryat-Russian Dictionary by K. Cheremisov (1951), and the Spoken Oirat-Russian Dictionary by B. Todayeva (2001), as well as in the works of G. J. Ramstedt (1935) and B. Muniev (1977) on the Kalmyk language.

Thus, among the criteria for identifying loanwords from Western Mongolian languages in Kyrgyz, the following can be mentioned.

3 Criteria for identifying later (Western Mongolian) loanwords

3.1 The full-compliance criterion

If the Mongolian lexical borrowings in Kyrgyz fully correspond to the secondary forms of the same lexemes attested in Western Mongolic, both phonetically and semantically, then Western Mongolic should be considered as the source of the borrowing. Additionally, Kyrgyz lexemes that have undergone a phonetic alteration, but whose most recent forms can still be found in Western Mongolic idioms, can also be mentioned here.

Kyrg. banek, panek, maanek “shelter, hut” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM –, WO banaq “house, hut” (← Tib. sbra-nag) K322b; Khal. banag “запасная юрта (где хранятся вещи, продукты питания и т.д.)” Lu357a, Kalm. banag “(dial. Ölö) schwarze Tangutische filzzelte” (← Chin. Tang. panaka) Ram33a.


Kyrg. kōksin “old man, old woman” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM kōgsin “old (of men and animals) old man; old woman” L481a, WO kōgsin “old” K743; Khal. xōgsin Lu1358a, Bur. hügš(e)n Cher602a, Oir. kōgsin Tod204, Kalm. kōksin Ram237ab.
Kyrg. *me*, (dialect) mä “here, take it, take this” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM *ma*, mai “exclam. Here, take it!” L522a, WO mē “Here you are! Take this, please!” K594; Khal. *may* Lu4657b, Bur. *maa* Cher305b, Oir. māā Tod229, Kalm. māā Ram258b.

Kyrg. *munji* “cripple (missing one or both arms, missing one or both legs); handicapped, disabled” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) *nunjı* “unwegbar, feststehend” H120, LM *nunjı* “old person with poor eyesight and hearing; slow, tardy; weak” L596a, WO *munji* “to be weak, feeble, outmoded” K610b; Khal. *nunj* Lu599a, Kalm. mondź Ram264a.


Kyrg. *nimsırə* “to languor, languish (of satiety); to be confused, to be unable think clearly” ← WM, cf. LM *nigsı- “to become spoiled or rancid (of food)” L582b), WO. *nimsıre- “to become stupefied; to go insane, lose one’s mind” K218ab, Khal. *nigşre-, nivşre- Lu571b, Oir. –, Kalm. nimšir- “betäubt werden, verworren oder bewusstlos werden” Ram276b-277a. Kyrg. also has cognates as *nıqşırə-, ıqşırə-*, which probably belong to an earlier layer due to preservation of s before i.

Kyrg. *öödö*, *ösöd* “upwards” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) *öde* “entgegen, gegen den Strom, aufwärts” H121; LM *ögede* “upwards, uphill, upstream; towards; against” L630a, WO *öödö*, *ösö K138; Khal. *ööd* Lu731a, Bur. ööde Cher381a. Oir. ööde Tod273, Kalm. ööd, öödän Mun419ab. Among the Turkic languages of the same contact zone, this word is only present in Kyrgyz, which suggests that it is a recent borrowing from a Western Mongolic idiom.

Among the Southern Siberian Turkic languages, it can be found in Khak. as ööde “вверх” But74a and öyda “vверх” But74a and “навзничь, на спину” BasInk133b, which can also be seen in Tuv. as *öödele- “улучшаться; исправляться; поправляться” Ten337a. The phonetic development of the Khakass and Tuvan forms suggests that they are late borrowings. However, they are based on a different source than the Kyrgyz form.

### 3.2 The areal distribution criterion

If secondary phonetic forms of given Mongolian lexemes specific to Western Mongolian languages are only present in Turkic languages spoken in the immediate contact zone, they were most likely borrowed into the latter languages at a later time.

Kyrg. *bölük* “leveret, young of rabbit or hare” ← WM, cf. MM (MA) *böjen* P357a; LM *bøjın* “young of rabbit or hare” L128b, WO *böjınkey* Tod75; Khal. böjin Lu421a, Bur. –, Oir. böjinkää Tod75, Kalm. böðen Ram54b. Among the languages of the same contact zone, only Uig. has *bøjän* “the young of an animal; leveret” Naj207b ← Western Mongolic. Kaz. közek “leveret, young of rabbit or hare” Żan319a, which must be related to OldT. kösek “a young animal” C753b, while Old Uigur diminutive bözänäkkiyä “Hasenjunges || tavşan yavrusu” Wil193b, recorded in the Brahmi script, is borrowed from Mongolian. The shift *j* > *z* indicates its late copying (13th–14th centuries), which corresponds to the date of the Old Uigur manuscripts written in Brahmi script. On the other hand, the Kyrg. and Uig. forms were most likely copied from a Western Mongolic idiom where such a shift did not occur.

Kyrg. *mara- “(about large predators like tigers, leopards, lions, but not wolves) to watch the victim closely, to creep up on sb.;”, maral- “to spy on” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) *mariya-* H108; LM *miraya-, marija-, mirija- “to approach furtively, creep up stealthily, crawl; to stalk game” L529b, L540a, WO –; Khal. myaraa- Lu544a, Bur. *myaraa- Cher311a, Oir. –, Kalm. merä- Ram261b. Among the Turkic languages in the same contact zone only Uigur has the same word as *mara-, mari- “podmatryvat’’, выслеживать; подкарауливать, подстерегать, поджидать” Naj695c. In the southeastern subdialect of Kazakh, this word can be found in the phrase *marqays ket- “stand back, back off”, but the meaning is not clear (see Sar477b).
Kyrg. *qulǰa* “male wild mountain sheep, argali” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) *uyulja* H160; LM *uyalja*, *uyulja* “male wild mountain sheep, argali” L863b, L864a, WO Khal. *ugalz* Lu1045, Bur. *ugalza* “pattern (in the form of a horn of an argali)” (see *ugalzatuluix* Cher473. Oir. *hulţa* Tod107, Kalm. (dial. Torgut) ug’lţa, *gulţa* Ram447a. *Qulǰa* with the same meaning can be seen only in Kazakh and Uigur in the forms *qulţa* Bek298c and *yulţa* Naj566a respectively.

### 3.3 Cultural, ethnographic and religious loanwords

Only the Tarbagatai Kyrgyz, an ethnographic subgroup of the Kyrgyz, practise Buddhism, although they are geographically isolated from the majority of Kyrgyz and moreover speak Kazakh as a result of a language shift. Although the exact date of their conversion to Buddhism is unknown, it was likely a result of the Oirats living nearby.

There are loanwords from Tibetan Buddhism (Lamaism) in Kyrgyz, especially in the north-eastern dialects, which most likely originated from Western Mongolian idioms or came about as a result of a Mongolian substrate.


Kyrg. *boortqo* “the bandages for tying the child’s arms and legs in the cradle; loop” ← WM, cf. LM *booyudasun* “band, strip, ribbon; bundle, bunch, package; wrapping; scarf for the head, kerchief, puttees” L111b, WO *boodoyja* “bandage” K350b; Khal. *boodol* Lu413a, Bur. *boodolgo* Cher113b, Oir. *boodxaa* “bandage, strap” Tod71, Kalm. *boodxa* Mun109a. Kyrgyz dialects also have phonetic variants such as *boortqoq, boortoq, boorton, boorutqa, bowurtqa* Muk245, which suggests that ephenthesis of /r/ is a secondary development after the borrowing of the word.

Kyrg. *dambïr* “a spell cast by women at the first spring thunder in order to elicit an abundance of herbs and milk” ← WM, cf. LM *dambaru, damaru* “small hand drum made of two skull crowns fastened back to back, covered with parchment, bladder or (rarely) human skin; it is beaten with two large seeds, cowries, or pellets of suitable material attached to two short cords, with rapid turns of the wrist, and held between thumb and index finger; used in Tantric and shamanistic rites. Peddler’s hand drum; child’s toy drum” K540; Khal. *damar* Lu692b, Bur. *damara* “lama’s drum” K540; Khal. *damar* Lu692b, Bur.

---

4 Suffocation was the primary symptom of altitude sickness (*t tüöl*), which frequently happened at high altitudes. In accordance with Kyrgyz beliefs, demon girls were to blame, and to save a person, the surrounding people cast a spell containing the word “albin”.

5 Khakass has *marra* “button” (Baslŋk 103b). Its older form, with the same meaning, was recorded earlier by Radloff in Küerik (modern Chulym?) in the form of *maŋyrta* (see Radloff 1911: 2002). M. Pomorska, following Stańkowski, cites their development as follows < *bogyrtqa* (?) < *bonyrtka* < *bogyri* < *bog* < “binden, zuchnüren” (see Pomorska 1996: 68).

These words and Kyrgyz *boortqa* are most likely interrelated, and the emergence of the Southern Siberian forms can also be explained on the basis of Mongolian. The similarity in the semantics of the Kyrgyz and Western Mongolian forms suggests that the Kyrgyz form is still a borrowing from Mongolian.
damaari Cher202b, Kalm. damr (dial. Dörböt), dambr (dial. Ölöt) "eine kleine Handtrommel mit daran befestigten Bällen, die aufschlagen wenn man die Trommel dreht" (← Tib. damaru) Ram76a.

Kyr. seter "an animal dedicated to a deity (may not be slaughtered or sheared)" ← WM, cf. LM seter "a bunch of narrow ribbons of five colours tied to the neck of an animal which is consecrated to a deity and may not be killed or used" L692a, WO seter "a sacred or dedicated (horse or animal)" K399b; Khal. seter Lu86a, Bur. heter "ленты привешиваемые к скоту, посвящённому духам" BRS II/588a, Oir. seter "an animal that is sacred or dedicated to a deity" Tod295, Kalm. setr (← Tib. seter) Ram327a. Among the Turkic languages seter is also recorded in the language of Western Yugurs, or Yellow Uigurs (see Räsänen 413a), but the source for the latter were the Mongolic-speaking Eastern Yugurs (Nugteren 1996: 72).

3.4 The semantic criterion

It is possible to identify some loanwords as being late due to the correspondence of their meanings in both Kyrgyz and Western Mongolic.

Kyr. darxan, darqan "blacksmith, gunsmith; honourable, respected" ← M, cf. MM (SH) darhan "frei, unabhängig" H32, LM. darqan "artisan, craftsman; person free from taxes and official duties; area or place set aside for religious reasons and therefore inviolable; sacred; great, celebrated" L236a, darxan "artisan; one exempt from taxes" K546b; Khal. darxan "кузнец, умелец, мастер; священный, неприкосновенный, заповедный (о местности); своводное от податей, повинностей и не подлежавшее телесным наказаниям лицо, тархан" Lu705a, Bur. darxan "кузнец, мастер по ручной ковке; умелец" Tod117, Kalm. darxn "мастер, кузнец, столяр" Mn185b (← OldT. tarqan "a high administrative title" C539b, see also Doerfer II §879).

Kyr. lapšï- "to blabber, to speak indecently" ← WM, cf. MM ←; LM labsi- “to eat greedily; to champ” L513b; Khal. lavši- “есть жадно, чавкать; болтать, болтать все, что не придет в голову” Lu450b, Bur. –, Oir. lawši- "plaudern, allerlei dummmheiten" Ram251b.

Kyr. qïmïran "kumiss made of cow’s milk; kumiss diluted with water" ← WM, cf. MM ←; LM kimr, kirm-a "boiled milk diluted with water” L470b, WO kimir, kimer, kimra "a kumiss-type drink of milk or cottage-cheese and water” K729; Khal. xaram "кипяченая вода с молоком” Lu1486a, Bur. –, Oir. kimer Tod199, Kalm. kimr "kumys mit wasser (als trunck)”, kimrān “gekochte kuhmilch mit wasser gemischt” Ram231b.

Kyr. qaday- “stick out one’s chest and hold one’s head up high” ← WM, cf. MM ←; LM gadai- “to bend, fold, be crooked, grow crooked; to be a sway-back (of a horse); to become askew, curved” L342b, WO xada- Tod97; Bur. gaday- “to stick out one’s chest; to put on airs; to boast” 152b, Oir. xadaan- “stick out one’s chest, hold one’s head up high” Tod97, Kalm. gadaa- “schwankrückig sein, den kopf zu hoch (und den rücken eingedrückt)” Ram141a.

Kyr. šïluun "prompt, fast, quick; slick, trickster" ← WM, cf. MM (SH) šili’un H140; LM siluyun “straight, plain; simple; pure; straightforward, frank; honest” L708a, WO šluun "prompt, swift; honest, straight” K446; Khal. šluun “прямой, прямолинейный; ровный; честный, правдивый, чистосердечный, откровенный, искренний, непосредственный; простой, гладкий, одноцветный; прямо” Lu1655b, Bur. šluun "быстрый, проверный, энергичный; прямой” BRS II/622b, Oir. šluun "быстрый, скорый, спешный; быстро, спешно” Tod462, Kalm. šluun, šoluun “rasch, eilig, flink; geradenwegs, gerade” Ram368a.

3.5 Phonological criteria

Although phonological criteria provide the best evidence for the identification of loanwords and the direction of borrowing, exceptions are quite common. This is mainly due to the fact that the ethnogenesis of the speakers of various languages has never developed in isolation, and this also holds true for the Turkic and Mongolian languages. In light of the historical advancements in the phonology of
Mongolian languages, we have made an effort to concentrate primarily on solid and reliable phonological criteria for later Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz.

3.5.1 Deaffrication of j in Western Mongolic

The Middle Mongolian affricate $j$ becomes alveolar spirant (fricative) $z$ before vowels other than $i$ in Mongolian languages. This phenomenon is present in most dialects on the Oirat-Kalmyk dialect continuum (Rybatzki 2003: 373; Birtalan 2003: 210–228, 2020: 355). This consonant change is observed in Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz in both initial and intervocalic positions. In some instances, the onset $z$ becomes voiceless. The same phenomenon is characteristic of the later layer of Mongolian borrowings in Tuvan (see Khabtagaeva 2009: 71).

**Onset $\text{j-} > z$**

Kyrg. $\text{zal}$ “young, lad” ← WM, cf. MM (MA) $\text{jala’u}$, $\text{jaluu}$ P200a; LM. $\text{jalayu}$ “young, youthful; youth, youthfulness” L1029b, WO $\text{zalou}$, $\text{zaluu}$ “youth, lad, young” K659a, K659b; Khal. $\text{zaluu}$ Lu343a, Bur. $\text{zaluu}$ Cher263a, Oir. $\text{zaluu}$ Tod151, Kalm. $\text{zalu}$ Mun238b.

The presence of the same Mongolic lexeme in different forms in Kyrgyz clearly illustrates the different diachronic stages of borrowing, which can be identified as follows: sal “youth, young man” (← Western Mongolic “$\text{zal}(n)$” and jaloon “brave young man” (← Middle Mongolic “$\text{jalayu}(n)$)).

Kyrg. $\text{zaŋ}$ “custom, tradition; law” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM $\text{jang}$ “character, nature, disposition, temperament; custom, habit conduct” L1034ab, WO $\text{zang}$ K655; Khal. $\text{zang}$ Lu347a, Bur. $\text{zang}$ Cher264b, Oir. $\text{zang}$ Tod152, Kalm. $\text{zaŋ}$ “character, behaviour; habit; custom, tradition” Mun240b-241a.

Kyrg. $\text{zangel}$, $\text{zanγar}$, $\text{zalqar}$ “hug, enormous; big man; giant; outstanding, prominent”, cf. Kaz. zaŋyar $\text{Zan}268a$ ← WM, cf. “jangγayar” “large-headed” ESMJa II:62, “jaylayar” ESMJa II:56, WO $\text{zangyal}$ “epic adjective” K655a, $\text{zanghal tologoi}$ “big head” K655b; Khal. $\text{zangtar}$, $\text{zanxgar}$, $\text{zanxalzuur}$ “large-headed” Lu350a, Bur. $\text{zangtagar}$, $\text{zangagar}$ “large-headed; huge, enormous” Cher265b, Cher266a, Oir. $\text{zantahar}$ “large-headed” Tod152, Kalm. $\text{zanxhr}$ “huge, enormous” Mun241b; $\text{zangol}$ “gross” (← $\text{jaqqa}$), $\text{zangol}$ “gross (?)”, füchterlich (at)” Ram467a.

Kyrg. $\text{zangay}$: “to overtop, be superior to” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM –, WO –; Khal. $\text{zangay}$ “to be large-headed; to bloat out of proportion” Lu350a, Bur. $\text{zanxay}$- Cher266a, Kalm. $\text{zanga}$ “to bloat out of proportion, to become large in an ugly way” Mun241b.

Kyrg. $\text{zeki}$: “to swear, scold; frighten, intimidate”, WM, cf. MM –; LM $\text{jüke}$-, $\text{jükü}$ “to curse, swear, scold” L1084b, WO –; Khal. $\text{üzü}$- Lu397a, Bur. $\text{üzü}$- Cher286a, Oir. –, Kalm. $\text{zeki}$-, $\text{zeki}$- “genau beobachten; angfangen, glotzäugig sein” Ram472a and zök- “verwünschen, schimpfen und drohen” Ram477b. Kyrg. also has $\text{jeki}$- “id.” which belongs to an earlier layer. Kyrg. $\text{zobolo}$, $\text{sobolo}$ “reputation, image (gained through hardship)” ← WM, cf. MM $\text{jobola}$ “souffrance, misère, peine, difficulté” Lew31, LM $\text{jobolang}$ “suffering, torment, torture, anxiety, sadness, melancholy; unhappiness, hardship” L1065, WO $\text{zobolon}$ “suffering, distress, torment” K671a; Khal. $\text{zvolon}$ Lu360a, Bur. $\text{zbolon}$ Cher270a, Oir. $\text{zvolan}$ Tod159, Kalm. $\text{zvolon}$ Ram476b. Kyrg. has two more cognates of the same word as $\text{jobol}$ “panic, turmoil, bustle” from MM and $\text{topol}$ “id.” which chronologically seems to belong to an even earlier layer of Mongolian borrowings.

Kyrg. $\text{zoo}$ “rock, cliff; mountain ridge” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM $\text{jö(n)}$ “base of spine, sacral region; vertebrae, spine; sciatic nerve; fur along spine, back” L1065a, WO $\text{zoo}$ “spine, back; vertebrae” K669a; Khal. $\text{zoo}$ I “mountain ridge” Lu364a, Bur. $\text{zoo}$ “sciatic nerve” Cher271b, Oir. $\text{zoo}$ I “vertebrae, spine”, $\text{zoo}$ II “mountain ridge”, Kalm. $\text{zoo}$ “mountain ridge” Mun249b. In Kyrgyz, there is also $\text{jon}$, an etymological doublet of $\text{zoo}$ that was borrowed from Middle Mongolic.

Kyrg. $\text{zooq}$, $\text{zooqa}$ “amusement, entertainment, enjoyment” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM $\text{joguq}$, $\text{jog}$ “food, meal (hon.); pleasure, enjoyment; walk” L1067b and $\text{jog-a}$, $\text{jugag-a}$ “amusement, entertainment, diversion; pastime; recreation, stroll, walk” L1077b, WO $\text{zog}$ “delight, diversion” K673a; Khal. $\text{zog}$ Lu364ab
and zuuga Lu376b, Bur. zoog "кушание, яства; трапеза" Cher271b and zugaa "beseda, razgovor; пир, увеселение, веселье, гульяние; песня" Cher276a, Oir. zoog I "amusement, joke, entertainment; ridicule", zoog II "food, goodies (arch.)" Tod161, Kalm. zöc, zöße "speise, mittagessen; belustigung, ergötzlichkeit, spass" Ram477a. Mongolic jogug and jugaga are actually two different words, but in Kyrgyz and in the Western Mongolian languages from which it was borrowed, the reflexes of the two words have become intertwined in both sound and semantics.

Kyrg. zöörik, zöökür "stubborn, opposing; indolence" ← WM, cf. MM (HY) jöriü "oblique, incliné, de travers" Lewo9; LM jörigüü "not straight, awry, askew; transverse, across, inclined, stubborn, opposing; oblique(ly); obstinate(ly); difference" L1076b, WO zööriü "wild, obstinate" K679; Khal. zööriü, zööriüd Lu375b, Bur. –, Oir. zööriü, zööriüd Tod163, Kalm. zööriü "zuwider, entgegen, entgegengesetzt", zööriüd (< jöri-güü) (kün) "nicht fügsam, sich in die quere stellend (mensch)" Ram478b. Zöökür is a later form caused by metathesis of zöörik, while the latter must have been copied from the unattested Western Mongolian *zöörig, as its final -k cannot be explained on the basis of Kyrgyz.

Kyrg. söksööl, soqsool, saqsool (dialect) "saxaul, haloxylon" ← WM, cf. LM jay "haloxylon ammonidendron (a low bush which makes excellent fuel even though green)" L1022a, WO zog K663; Khal. zog Lu333a, Bur. –, Oir. zag Tod148, Kalm. zac, zayaaml, seksüül Ram463a, 463b.

**Intervocalic -j- → -z-**

Kyrg. arsay- (< arzay-) "to be uneven (of teeth)" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM arjai- "to show one’s teeth, grin; to stand on end (of hair); to stand out (of a number of objects); to be rough or uneven" Lu55a; WO arzayi- "to bare teeth" K56; Khal. arzay- Lu287a, Bur. arzay- Cher64a, Oir. arzaa- Tod37, Kalm. arzaa-Ram16a. Kyrgyz also has its cognates arjai- and irjai-, which can also be found in other Turkic languages (see Ram16a), but the meaning and form of arsay- in Kyrgyz suggests it is a later borrowing from a Western Mongolic idiom.

Kyrg. (dialect) baysa- "to talk a lot asking many questions" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM bačaģa- "to investigate, inspect, inquire into, check, examine" L73a, WO –; Khal. baysaa- Lu374b, Bur. baysaa-Cher86a, Oir. –, Kalm. –. Among the Turkic languages, the same word is found in Tuvan in the form of bayysa- "допрашивать, вести дознание" (see Ten87a). Although the source form for Kyrgyz is not recorded in Western Mongolian languages due to the č > s change, it can be attributed to a later layer of Mongolian borrowings along with the Tuvan form.

Kyrg. gozu- "to get excited; to have an erection, rise, stick up" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM gojui- "to be tall and thin, long and tight, close-fitting (of clothes); to be erect, rise, stick up", qojoy- "harden strongly, harden; become sharp-cornered" L363a; WO gozoiy-, gozoyi- "to stand up, erect, to have an erection", gozo- "to project, stick out" K315b; Khal. gozoy- Lu577a, Bur. gozoy- Cher169b, Oir. –, Kalm. xoza- "to stand upright, stick up" Mun165a.

Kyrg. üzür "(pleasant) result of smth., outcome" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM üjüyür "tip, point, summit, end; top" L1017a, WO üzür "end, point, tip, extremity, conclusion" K196a, üzüür "end, peak" K196b, üzür "end, top" K197a; Khal. üzüür Lu1155ab-1156a, Bur. üzüür Cher502a, Oir. üzüür Tod365, Kalm. üzüür Ram460b.

**3.5.2 Western Mongolic m- > b-**

Word-initial or post-consonantal syllable-initial m- occasionally varies with b- in Western Mongolian languages (see Ramstedt 1935: 50b, 264a etc.). Thus, loanwords of Mongolian origin in Kyrgyz that exhibit such a development should be considered as coming from Western Mongolic.

---

6 In his dictionary, Ramstedt refers to seksüül as a lemma, but does not give any information.

7 Kyrgyz has two more homonyms of this words: (a) üzür "enjoyment; serenity" ← Arabic ḥudur, (b) üzür "apology, one’s regret" ← Arabic ḥadr.
Kyrgyz does not normally have voiced \( d \) in initial position; so early Mongolian loanwords with word-initial \( d \) were usually replaced by their voiceless pair, e.g. Kyrg. tabarsiq “(urinary) bladder” ← M, cf. MM (MA) dabasun P137a, LM. dabusay, dabusang, dabisaq “bladder; lower part of the abdomen; the pubic region (colloq.)” L213b, WO dabasaq K535; Khal. davsag Lu670b; Kalm. davsg Mun174a;

---

8 Kyrgyz has another oyrən with the meaning "destroyed, ruined, devastated" ← Pers. virən.
Kyrg. *telegey* "universe" ← M, cf. LM. *delekei* "Earth, world, universe, cosmos; surface of the earth" L248b, WO *delekei* K551, Khal. *delhiyi* Lu784a, Kalm. *delkää* Mun197b; Kyrg. *tuulγa* "helmet" ← M, cf. MM (MA) *da'ulγa* P403, LM. *duγulγa* "helmet" L271b, etc. Almost all early Mongolian loanwords in both historical and modern Kipchak languages from the Codex Cumanicus onwards demonstrate the same phonetic adaptation, while Karluq, Oguz languages and Tuvan have either preserved d- or have both voiced and voiceless variants of the initial consonants (for examples, see Kincses-Nagy 2018: 88–102). On the other hand, in later layers of Mongolian borrowing in Kyrgyz the word-initial d- retains its state.

Kyrg. *daq* "stain, speck of dust or dirt" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM *dag* "mark, sign, omen; speck of dust or dirt" L215b, WO *dag* T234b, etc. Almost all early Mongolian loanwords in both historical and modern Kipchak languages from the Codex Cumanicus onwards demonstrate the same phonetic adaptation, while Karluk, Oguz languages and Tuvan have either preserved d- or have both voiced and voiceless variants of the initial consonants (for examples, see Kincses-Nagy 2018: 88–102). On the other hand, in later layers of Mongolian borrowing in Kyrgyz the word-initial d- retains its state.

Kyrg. *daq* "stain, speck of dust or dirt" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM *dag* "mark, sign, omen; speck of dust or dirt" L215b, WO *dag* T234b, etc. Almost all early Mongolian loanwords in both historical and modern Kipchak languages from the Codex Cumanicus onwards demonstrate the same phonetic adaptation, while Karluk, Oguz languages and Tuvan have either preserved d- or have both voiced and voiceless variants of the initial consonants (for examples, see Kincses-Nagy 2018: 88–102). On the other hand, in later layers of Mongolian borrowing in Kyrgyz the word-initial d- retains its state.

Kyrg. *daq* "stain, speck of dust or dirt" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM *dag* "mark, sign, omen; speck of dust or dirt" L215b, WO *dag* T234b, etc. Almost all early Mongolian loanwords in both historical and modern Kipchak languages from the Codex Cumanicus onwards demonstrate the same phonetic adaptation, while Karluk, Oguz languages and Tuvan have either preserved d- or have both voiced and voiceless variants of the initial consonants (for examples, see Kincses-Nagy 2018: 88–102). On the other hand, in later layers of Mongolian borrowing in Kyrgyz the word-initial d- retains its state.
Kyrг. šaabay “ardour, fervour, eagerness”, šaabayï “sweat” (calque of Kyrг. qanî “sweat” “id.” (lit. to cool the blood)) ← WM, cf. LM sibai “quick, alert, agile; light advance troops” L694a, WO šaba Tod446; Khal. šavay (šavay xana-) Lu1595, Bur. šabay “chastity (without strong smell) of blood; virginal purity, virgin; forbidden female” Cher683a, Oir. šava “convulsion” Tod446, Kalm. šavâ “the convulsion of blood” Mun658b.

Kyrг. šamða-, šamda- (“šamda”) “to rush, hurry; make an effort, exert oneself” ← WM, cf. LM simda- “to hasten, rush, hurry; to endeavour, make every effort” L709a; WO šamuda- “to hasten” K436; Khal. šamda- “be quick, hurry; do quickly; to make a sudden, quick movement; to startle, startle; to be quick, to act quickly; to undertake, begin; to seize; to make an effort; to resolve oneself” Lu1568b, Bur. šamda- “to hasten; to be in a hurry; to rush” 603b, Oir. šamda- Tod449, Kalm. šamda- “to hasten, eile haben” Ram347b.

Kyrг. (dial.) šumqu-, šunyu- “to dive; plunge; sink into; immerse oneself in something, become wholly absorbed in” Muk1136ab ← WM, cf. LM singgu-, šunggu- “to dive, plunge; to wade in water” L711b, WO šungya- “to plunge, sink, dive” K458b; Khal. šunga- “to plunge, sink, dive; to wade in water” L1657b, Bur. šunga- BRS623a, Oir. şumba- Tod462, Kalm. şunγ- “to plunge, sink into; immerse oneself in something” Ram368a.

Kyrг. šiüsün “the juice from meat” ← WM, cf. LM sigiüs(n) “sap, juice; food (usually meat) for offerings; food for travelling officials; whole sheep cooked and served to honoured guests” L704a, WO şüüsü, šüüsün, şüüs “juice, liquid, sap; food provisions” K461; Khal. šüüs(en) Lu1568b, Bur. şüühe(n) Cher709a, Oir. šüüsen Tod466, Kalm. šüüs “saft; lauge, suppe mit salz” Ram373b.

Kyrг. tamsan- (“tamsa-”) “to champ; to click the tongue in surprise, to admire” ← WM, cf. LM tamsi-, tsi: “to champ; to click the tongue in surprise, disgust, or admiration” L775a, tamsja- “to champ; to click the tongue; to taste food; to strum a stringed instrument; to pluck a bow string when trying out the bow” L775a, WO tamsa- “to champ, smack the lips (as in calling a horse)” K477; Khal. tani- Lu916b, tamsaa- Lu911b, Bur. tamsaa- Cher426b, Oir. tamšaa- Tod312, Kalm. tamšaa- Mun475b.

3.5.6 Monophthongization of VgV > V

The VgV sequence typically results in secondary vowel length or has retained its state in early Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz, e.g. Kyrг. buurul ← M, cf. LM buural “grey, grey haired; greyish” L131b, Kyrг. ča:li- ← M, cf. LM ča:li- “to faint; to be overcome by heat; to have a sunstroke; to be exhausted from physical exertion” L158a; Kyrг. bosogo ← M, cf. LM bosuy-a “doorsill, threshold” L122b, Kyrг. soloyoy ← M, cf. LM soluyai “left side or hand; left-handed; awkward; wrong, faulty” L726a. However, some other words with the VgV sequence appear with short vowels in Kyrgyz. While the intervocalic consonant is preserved in WM in some cases, this indicates that they were borrowed from Western Mongolic where the vowel contraction had already taken place or was at least partially effectuated.


Kyrг. dolboor, dolbor “calculation; planning, design” ← WM, cf. LM togalaburi “counting, enumeration” L814a, WO –, but töl:bur ügei “uncontrolled” K504b, Khal. toluur “scheré, schécht, imiter, signaler, donner” Lu958a, Bur. toluur “scheré, schécht, donner” Cher422a, Oir. toluav “remarque, remarquage” Tod332, Kalm. tol:var “das rechnen, berechnen; grübelei, nachdenken” 404b.

Kyrг. (dial.) qara:lij M455b “watchman, guard; protector” ← WM, cf. LM qara:gliji(n) “watchman, guard” L933b, WO xaruul:cin ”guard, patrol” K265a; Khal. xaruul: Lu1278b, Bur. xaruul:ša(n) Cher558a,
Oir. xaruulči Tod391, Kalm. xarulč Mun581a. Kyrg. also has qaroolču “id.”, which belongs to the earlier layer of Mongolian borrowings.

Kyrg. oro- “wrap, wrap around, bandage” ← WM, cf. LM ori-ja-, oriya- “to tie around, entwine, coil; to wrap, bandage; to wind, reel (around); to tangle, confuse” L618a, WO oraa K120a, Khal. oroo- Lu680b-681a, Bur. oroo- “soar, rise, spurt” BRS II/39a, Oir. oraa- Tod263, Kalm. oraa- Ram288a.

Kyrg. tuura- “to imitate, replicate, mimic; to take as a model” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM dayuriya- “to imitate, emulate, take as a model, follow an example; to resound” L219b, WO doura- “to resound” K558a, Khal. duur-aa- Cher223b, Oir. duura- Tod134, Kalm. duuraa- Ram102b.

3.5.7 The long labial vowels in closed syllables

Long labial vowels in the sequences of A–UU or A–OO occur in Kyrgyz in open syllables in the final position, but not in closed syllables of native lexemes. However, they can be seen in the adapted forms of loanwords, e.g. samaar < Ru. samovar. The fact that they have not yet undergone vocal assimilation suggests that the following words were borrowed from Mongolian languages at a comparatively later date, most likely from Western Mongolic.

Kyrg. aruun, aruu “pure, clean; holy, sacred; beautiful” ← WM, cf. ariyun “cleanliness, purity, chastity; clean, pure, clear; chaste; sinless, holy, sacred” L53b, WO aruun “pure, clean; holy, sacred” K50a; Khal. aruun Lu295ab, Bur. aruu Cher68ab, Oir. āruun Tod49, Kalm. āruun Ram24a.

Kyrg. baqaloor “gills, throat” ← WM, cf. LM bayalayur “throat, gullet, trachea; windpipe; part of a knife close to the handle” L68a, WO bahalzuur, bahalur, bahalour “throat, gullet, gills” K323; Khal. bahluur Lu914b, Bur. bahalzuur, bahalur Cher98b, Oir. bahluur Tod58, Kalm. bahluur Mun85b.

Kyrg. čapčuur “an iron hook for turning meat in a cauldron” ← WM, cf. LM čabčiýur (< čabći-yur) “any instrument or tool for chopping, cleaver, hatchet, etc.” L154b; WO čabčiur “a peak, cleaver” K615; Khal. sčavčuur Lu1493a, Bur. šabšuur Cher394b, Oir. čavčuur Tod436, Kalm. čavčuur Mun644a.

Kyrg. melüün, “ lukewarm, moderate” ← WM, cf. LM büljen, bülegen “warm, lukewarm (of liquids); fever (of a child)” L146, WO büleen, bülegen “tepid, warm” K375; Khal. büleen Lu450a, Bur. büle’en Cher135a, Oir. büljen Tod85, Kalm. melüün, möljen, büljen “warm, lauwarm” Ram261a.

Kyrg. serüün “chill, cool, breezy” ← WM, cf. LM seriýun, seregün “cool, fresh” L691a, WO seriün, serüün “cool, refreshing” K404a; Khal. seriün Lu881b, Bur. herüün Cher679b, Oir. seriün Tod285, Kalm. seriün Mun451a.

Kyrg. taniyulu-11 “persuade, impose; to make recognize” ← WM, cf. LM taniyul- (< caus. of tani-) “to make known; to point the way; to introduce” L778b, WO taniul- “to record, inform, make known” K465a, taniul- “to recognize, make to know” K466b; Khal. taniula- Lu914b, Bur. taniyul- Cher427b, Oir. taniłstul- Tod312, Kalm. taniłstulu- Mun476b.

3.5.8 Contraction of the deverbal noun suffix -GVr > -r

In Kyrgyz, more than a hundred loanwords of Mongolian origin contain the deverbal noun suffixes -yar/-ger, -yur/-gir. The fact that some of them have both their original and contracted forms suggests that the former were borrowed earlier and the latter were borrowed later, most likely from Western Mongolic.


---

11 The meaning of tapuula- as “to bind” given by Judahin (1985: 204a) is incorrect. E. Abduldajev and D. Isajev’s monolingual Kyrgyz dictionary gives only one meaning of the word, “to persuade, to impose; to make recognize”, which is correct (see Abduldajev & Isajev 1969: 576b).
Kyrg. qïlïyr, qïlïy¼ "crooked, twisted", qïlïr "person with a crooked neck" ← WM, cf. LM qïlï-gir "bent, twisted, crooked; person with a bent or twisted neck" L384a, WO qïlïr (< qïlï-gir) "crooked" K773a; Khal. qïlïger, qïlïgiy, qïlïr Lu559b-560a; Bur. geljeger, geljer Cher186b, Oir. qïlïn (< qïlï-ŋ) Tod94, Kalm. qïlïgr, qïlïr Mun.144ab. The last variants in each of the languages are the more recent ones, and have undergone contraction. The Kyrgyz form was probably borrowed from Western Mongolic.

Kyrg. bulïur "curly, frizzly (of hair)", but also bulïyuγur, bulïuyuy, bïïγïr "id." ← WM, cf. LM bulïgir "curly, frizzly (of hair), fleecy, woolly; hairy, shaggy" L143b, burÏïgir "curly, frizzly" L140a, WO bulïhar Tod77; Khal. bulïgr Lu429a, burïgar Lu36a, Bur. burïzar Cher425a, Oir. bulïhar Tod77, Kalm. budïyor Ram57b-58a, burïhr Mun.120a. The first phonetic variant was probably borrowed from WM, while the others are from an earlier period but different sources.

Kyrg. qïlïy, qïlïr "squint, swivel-eyed" ← WM, cf. LM qïlï-gir "squint, swivel-eyed; askew, slanting" L465b; WO qïlïh "take by force", Kalm. qïlïgir Tod84, Kalm. qïlïgr Mun.126a. However, in some cases it is dropped, as in the Western Mongolic languages. In this case, the instances with loss of the final vowel should be considered later loanwords.

Kyrg. bul- "pull out, snatch; tear up, rip" ← WM, cf. MM (SH) bul- H22; LM buïli- "to seize or at- tack (of birds of prey)" L142b, WO bulï- "to take by force" K366; Khal. buïli- Lu441b, Bur. –, Oir. buïlaa- "pull out, snatch: take by force", Kalm. bul- Ram65a.

Kyrg. kemeeč "nose lead for a cow or ox; muzzle" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM qamayči "a halter passed through the nasal septum of a cow or ox; muzzle" L923b, WO –; Khal. qamagč "kляп, поводок продеваемый верблюду в ноздри; намордник" Lu1341a, Bur. qamagša BRS II/390, Oir. –, Kalm. –. Although this word is not attested in Western Mongolian languages, the Kyrg. form suggests that it should be considered as belonging to the late layer of Mongolian borrowings.

Kyrg. nuq "streambed" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM nüül "meadow in the winding of a river" L594b, WO –; Khal. nüã "lug (в излучине реки), займище, заливной луг, луговая низина" Lu595b, Bur. nüã Cher349b, Oir. –, Kalm. nüy "wiese an einer flussbiegung" Ram280b.

Kyrg. xoromsog, qolomsog "quiver" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM xorumscay-a "quiver" L969a, WO –; Khal. xoromsgo Lu1341a, Bur. xoromgo, xoromongo Cher583a, Oir. –, Kalm. xoromsg Ram188b, xoromx ESMa III:58.

Kyrg. maymaq "strong bond of mutual obligations, mutual assistance" ← WM, cf. MM –; LM maimay-a, maina, naima (< Chin. mai-mai) "trade, commerce, business" L522b, WO mayima, mayi-man, mayiman "trade, commerce" K, 593, K210; Khal. mayma(a)n Lu553b, Bur. mayma(a)n Cher335, Oir. määmää Tod229, Kalm. määmää Ram259a.
Kyrg. töbü lie, “star (marking), white spot on the forehead of an animal; noble, elite”; ← WM, cf. MM –; LM tögel “spot on the forehead of an animal; the skin on the forehead of a cooked sheep to be offered by the guests to the deities” L832a, WO tööl “a blaze, star (marking)” K512b, töölo “a blaze, mark” K510a; Kalm. tööliy “spot on the forehead of an animal” L978b, tööley “cooked sheep head” 979a, Bur. töön “белое пятно; тавро, клеймо (на коже животного)” Cher445b, Oir. tööle “spot on the forehead of an animal” Tod337, Kalm. tööl “стern an der stiirn” Ram408b.

3.5.10 Monophthongization of diphthongoid sequences of the “V(y)i type

In Western Mongolic the diphthongoid sequences of the “V(y)i type were preserved in the early period (documented in Written Oirat), but developed into monophthongs later (Birtalan 2003: 213). Thus, the Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz that reflect this phonetic change should be treated as belonging to a later period.

Kyrg. ilberiŋki “obedient (to parents, parents-in-law or elders); compliant” ← WM, cf. LM elberinggüi “dutiful or loyal to parents” L207a; ilbergi, ilberikei “smooth, even; agreeable, pleasant, flattering” L402b (< elberi- “to respect or honour parents or elders” L307a), WO ilbi- “to smooth, caress” K97; Khal. elberingüy Lu1687a, Bur. elbe- “to caress” Cher279b, Oir. –, Kalm. elwer- “(den eltern und verwandten) gehorchen” Ram121a.

Kyrg. keleke “ridicule, mockery” ← WM, cf. LM kelegei, kelekei (< kele-ügei) “dumb, mute; stammering, stuttering, tongue-tied” L447b, WO kelegei “stutterer; dumb, mute” K719; Khal. xelği, xelgii “stutterer, stammerer”, is from the earlier layer, as it demonstrates the early Mongolic form; kelege not only reflects the later phonetic shape of the Mongolic diphthongoid in the final position, but also has a new meaning, which was probably acquired during the borrowing process.

Kyrg. (dialect.) sibee, sivee “poles for securing the trap” Muk. 1124b ← WM, cf. LM sibei, sibege “tall fence, paling, or enclosure of sticks or poles; palisade; barricade; mountains with sharp ragged summits; long pole for pushing a boat” L694b, WO sibee “fortress, rampart, embankment, wall, barricade” K443a; Khal. sivee(n) Lu1621b, Bur. –, Oir. sivää Tod452, Kalm. sivee “erdwall, befestigung, schanze” Ram362a.

3.5.11 Regressive rounding of first-syllable “e-

Early Mongolic first-syllable “e has developed into “ö when it is followed by “ü, and especially by the syllables “bü or “mü, in modern Western, Central and Northern Mongolic languages (Poppe 1987: 47). Consequently, all Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz that show this type of rounding should be attributed to the later layer.

Kyrg. öpçe “to do something promptly; to rush forward falling and rising” ← WM, cf. LM ebći- “to do something quickly or promptly; to ride or walk quickly” L284b, WO –; Khal. –, Bur. –, Oir. –, Kalm. –. Kyrg. has also epçil “dexterous, quick, prompt” ← M “ebcil (< ebci-l) which can be classified as belonging to the earlier layer due to lack of rounding.

Kyrg. örküen, ölkön, örkün, örköö “offspring, family (used mainly in phraseological expressions)” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) eruge H46, oruge H128; LM erüke “smoke hole in the roof of the yurt (which is covered with a square felt flap in bad weather), flap covering a smoke hole; household; family” L332b, WO örkö, örkü “smokehole, tent opening, ceiling; household, family” K152; Khal. ör(h)ön Lu746b-747a,

12 In Kyrgyz orthography, the letter b (b) in inter-vocalic position stands for the diphthong /w/, as in aśa/sawa/ “air” (← Ar. hawa), saba-/sawa-/ “to beat” etc. Here the actual pronunciation of the word is töōl or tööl, and not töböl. Remarkably, the second meaning of the word, “noble, elite,” appears to be a calque from the semantic extension of the Old Turkic word qašqa, which means “white, pure; animal with a white mark on the forehead”, Clauson671b, in Kyrgyz, with the meaning of “head of a tribe; leader”. See also Brophy, David 2010: 39.
Bur. –, Oir. –, Kalm. örk “rauchfang; rauchloch des zeltes, der filz über dem rauchfang; haus, familie (als offizielle einheit bei der volkszählung” Ram299b.

Kyrг. örgü “rise, leap up” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) ergu- H45, LM erg-, örgü- “to raise, lift up; to offer, present; to offer as a sacrifice; to adopt a child; to nurse” L325b, WO örgö- “to honour, respect; offer, proffer; to raise, elevate, present” K152; Khal. örgö- Lu740b, Bur. örg- I Cher515b, Oir. örg- Tod276, Kalm. örg- Ram299a.


Kyrг. öök “(the leather from) the abdominal part of an animal (mainly of a horse, which is thick and fatty)” ← WM, cf. MM (SH) e’ukun H47, o’ukun H129; LM ögekü(n) “fat, lard, grease” L631a, WO öökün K145; Khal. ööh(ön) Lu736, Bur. ööhe(n) Cher382, Oir. ööken Tod273, Kalm. öök Ram304a.

3.5.12 Advanced labial harmony

Apart from the low unrounded vowels a, e, labial harmony of the low rounded vowels o, ô occasionally affects the high rounded vowels u, ü of non-initial syllables in many Mongolic languages. This was also the case for Western Mongolic lexemes that are recorded in Written Oirat, while it has almost disappeared in modern Oirat and Kalmyk (Birtalan 2003: 213; 2020: 357). In modern Kalmyk this occurs because non-first-syllable vowels are reduced. However, labial harmony is still present in some Torgut dialects (Pjurbejev 1997: 77).

Early Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz do not reflect this situation as in, e.g., Kyrг. toqum ← Mongolic, cf. MM (L) toqum P1270, LM toqum L830a, WO tohom K500; Khal. tohom Lu968a; Kyrг. öndür “whole, entirely; height” ← Mongolic, cf. MM (MA) öndür P276b; LM öndür “high, tall; height” L637a, WO önder K219; Khal. öndür Lu727a etc. Therefore, the Mongolian loanwords containing low rounded vowels in non-initial syllables should be viewed as borrowed from Western Mongolic.

Kyrг. boom “narrow mountain pass, gorge” ← M, cf. MM (HY) bo’om, bo’am “passe, gorge” Lew21; LM boyum “high and steep promontory, narrow mountain pass or valley”; WO boyomta “defile, barrier” K349; Khal. boom Lu413a, Bur. boomo Ch114a, Oir. boodag Tod71, Kalm. boom “narrow mountain pass” Mn109b. Kyrг. boom is a back-borrowing; the source of the Mongolian word was OldT boýüm, boyum “joint, or articulation; knot (in a stalk, etc.)” C315b. Intra-Kyrgyz development of the OldT form results in buum “joint, bunch”, since the OldT sequence -oyu regularly develops into -uu in Kyrgyz.

Kyrг. böökün “saiga antelope” ← WM, cf. LM böökün “saiga antelope, gazelle” L127a, WO –, but homonymous böökün, böök “camel hump” K359b; Khal. böök(g) Lu426a, Bur. –, but homonymous büxen “camel hump” Cher314a, Oir. –, but homonymous böken “camel hump”, Kalm. –, but homonymous böken “buckelig, buckel; höcker (des kamels); knollen (an den bäumen), kurzer baumstumpf” Ram55a.

Kyrг. böödnö “quail” ← WM, cf. LM büüne “quail” L144b, WO. böödnö “grouse, quail” K357b, böödnö “quail, hen” K357a; Khal. böödnö Lu421a, Bur. büüne Cher314b, Oir. bööde Tod74, Kalm. böödnö Ram54a.

Kyrг. böktrö “to fasten or tie to a saddle” ← WM, cf. LM bökture- “to throw or fling over” L216a, WO böktrö “to load onto” K360a, WO böktrö- “to fasten or tie to a saddle” K360b; Khal. bögtrö-Lu420b, Bur. bügter- Cher313a, Oir. bögte- Tod74, Kalm. böktr “etwas hinter sich auf den sattel legen, sodass es auf beiden Seiten überlegt” Ram55b. Alt. böktr- Chumi128a is also from WM, while the phonetic features of Khal. pükter- BasInk 168 and Jak. bök türgä “game straps (on the back of a saddle for tying game)” Pek519 suggest that they were borrowed from different sources.

Kyrg. ötgön (dial.) “bear” Muk717a also serves as a euphemism for Kyrg. ayuu (< OldT. adīy) “bear” ← WM, cf. LM ötege “bear”, WO ötögü, ötögü “bear” K138; Khal. ötöğ Lu750b, Bur. –, Oir. öteg Tod278, Kalm. öteğ, ötk “alter mann, greis, bär” Ram302a.

### 3.5.13 Palatal umlaut

Umlaut or palatalization of the first-syllable vowel by a following “i occurs in Western Mongolic (Oirat and Kalmyk) and parts of Khalha Mongolian, e.g. MM (MA) morin “horse” P238b → Oir. mörin Tod238, Kalm. mörn Mun360a, MM (MA) qonin “sheep” P302a → Kalm. xoön Tod408a, Kalm. xoön Mun603a etc. (see Poppe 1987: 48–49, Birtalan 2003: 212, Indjieva 2009: 20, Nugteren 2020: 96). Thus, Mongolic loanwords that reflect this phonetic development should be treated as belonging to the later layer and originating from Western Mongolic.

Kyrg. mörün (usually seen in folklore texts) “horse” ← WM, cf. MM (MA) morin “horse” P238b; LM mor(n) “horse, equine; (chiefly in names of plants and animals) great, big, large (cf. üker); knight (in chess)” L543b, WO morin “horse, steed” K604, Khal. mor’ Lu499b-501a, Bur. mor(n) Cher300a, Oir. mörin Tod238, Kalm. mörn Mun360a.

Kyrg. tôkör “lame, crippled” ← WM, cf. MM –; LM tokir “crippled, bent; stiff (of arms, legs, etc.)” L820b, WO –; Khal. tohir Lu966b, Bur. tohir Cher444b, Oir. –, Kalm. –. Although the word is not recorded in lexicographical works on Oirat and Kalmyk, the source of the Kyrgyz lexeme should be the form * tôkir with umlaut.

### 4 Conclusion

This article proposes a number of criteria for identifying late (Western) Mongolian loanwords. These include full compliance, areal distribution, semantics, and phonological criteria. The latter are some of the most important and reliable principles for identifying borrowings. Strong phonetic evidence is provided to demonstrate that Kyrgyz has a significant layer of loanwords from the Western Mongolian languages. Deaffrication of ğ in onset and intervocalic positions, preservation of unstable word-final -n, monophthongization of the sequence VgV > V, and loss of the final vowel are among the distinctive phonetic features of Western Mongolian that, along with their earlier forms, can also be found in Mongolian loanwords in Kyrgyz. The Kyrgyz inventory of loanwords suggests that Kyrgyz adopted many Mongolian lexemes from different Mongolian languages during various historical periods. Numerous religious, cultural, and ethnographic borrowings indicate that, contrary to the image of the Oirats and Kalmyks as “enemies” in the collective memory of the Kyrgyz (and Kazakhs), the Western Mongolian tribes were in very close and intensive contact with the Kyrgyz, and it is highly probable that some parts of the Western Mongolian tribes joined the Kyrgyz and Kazakhs through language shift with the dissolution of the Jungar Khanate.

Kyrgyz in general and its north-eastern dialects in particular exhibit some phonetic peculiarities that have parallels in Western Mongolian languages. This suggests that there may have been a local Turko-Mongolian sprachbund during the 16th–18th centuries in the Tien-Shan, as briefly mentioned by Rassadin.
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